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In this work we study constraints from new searches for heavy particles at the LHC on the allowed
masses and couplings of a Kaluza-Klein (KK) graviton in a holographic composite Higgs model. Keeping
new electroweak states heavy such that electroweak precision tests are satisfied, we control the mass of the
lightest KK graviton using a brane kinetic term. With this we study KK graviton masses from 0.5–3 TeV. In
our analysis we also employ little Randall-Sundrum (RS) models, characterized by a lower UV scale in the
five-dimensional model which in turn implies modified couplings to massless bulk fields. Viewing this
scenario as a strongly coupled four-dimensional theory with a composite Higgs boson, the KK graviton is
interpreted as a composite spin-2 state and the varying UV scale corresponds to a varying intermediate scale
between the cutoff of the low-energy effective theory and the Planck scale. We find that KK gravitons with
masses in the range [500, 3000] GeV are compatible with current collider constraints, where the most
promising channels for detecting these states are the diphoton and ZZ channels. A detection is more likely
in the little RS models, in which the dual gauge theory has a larger number of colors than in traditional RS
models.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.035008
I. INTRODUCTION
Run 2 of the LHC has yet to discover physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM). Early hints of new physics were
uncovered in the form of a scalar resonance in the diphoton
channel; however these have since been shown to have
arisen from a statistical fluctuation in the data. Much work
was done based on these early results [1–23], and the work
we present here was also inspired by attempts at explaining
this diphoton resonance.
The absence of a new physics discovery at the LHC
prompts questions about the scale, if any, of physics which
gives a dynamical explanation of electroweak symmetry
breaking and an explanation of the flavor hierarchies in the
SM. Composite Higgs models present an attractive frame-
work in which we can answer these questions [24–28];
however the models predict new physics at scales not far
above the electroweak scale, i.e.∼1 TeV. The smoking gun
signal of a composite Higgs model is widely thought to be a
light spin-1=2 top partner state; however spin-1 and spin-2
states, as well as deviations in the Higgs couplings, are also
expected. New physics in flavor observables or electroweak
precision observables (EWPOs) may also be expected;
however these effects can be sufficiently reduced by
imposing additional global symmetries on the new physics.
To obtain quantitative predictions for this strongly
coupled scenario we make use of the five-dimensional
(5D) holographic models; these are proposed to be dual to
classes of strongly coupled gauge theories in four dimen-
sions (4D). In this framework, geometries in 5D are
mapped to 4D theories with different running behavior,
exhibiting various types of symmetries. Among those
choices of geometries, the Randall-Sundrum (RS) is
particularly interesting, as it maps to 4D theories with
some degree of conformal invariance. In this setup, UV
boundary conditions of the 4D running and spontaneous
breaking of conformal invariance are mapped to two
3-branes at the boundaries of the 5D bulk in which a
negative cosmological constant generates an anti–de Sitter
(AdS) background [29–34]. Fluctuations of this 5D back-
ground can be described by two types of particles: one is
the radion (spin-0), and the other is a tower of Kaluza-
Klein (KK) gravitons (spin-2). The 5D models predict that
the physics of the radion and KK gravitons are largely
independent of the global symmetry structure of any
specific composite Higgs model; this is not the case for
the spin-1 and spin-1=2 states.
Irrespective of the spin, in RS the resonances are linked
to the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking, and hence
the Higgs sector. They are precisely identified with
composite resonances of the dual 4D strongly coupled
gauge theory. There has been a fair amount of work
exploring this relation, and the scenario which stands out
as most natural is the holographic composite Higgs. This
model is realized with the Standard Model fields propa-
gating in the 5D bulk, and the Higgs as the fifth compo-
nents of some 5D gauge field. The extra-dimensional (or
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holographic) Higgs is then dual to a pseudo-Goldstone
boson arising from the breaking of an approximate global
symmetry due to the strong dynamics [35–41].
In this paper we will study experimental bounds on the
parameter space of a KK graviton arising from a 5D model,
where the 5D properties of the Higgs are fixed by the
requirement that its dual interpretation is that of a
composite pseudo-Goldstone boson state. One thing that
makes this study different from most other phenomeno-
logical studies of KK gravitons is that we study a large
range of “5D volumes.” In the dual 4D gauge theory the 5D
volume is inversely related to the number of colors in the
confining gauge theory; more details of this are given in the
main text. AdS models with small 5D volumes have been
studied previously and are known as “little Randall-
Sundrum models” [41–48]. In particular in Ref. [41] it
has been shown that a lower UV scale in the composite
Higgs scenarios results in less fine-tuning in the Higgs
potential and allows for top partners to be naturally heavier
than 1 TeV. Note that while performing this analysis we
assume that the radion is heavy enough such that it does not
significantly affect the phenomenology of the KK graviton.
In the first section we will review some of the work on
KK gravitons, in particular how the first graviton KK mode
can be made lighter than other KK states in the model, the
role of the 5D volume, and how the couplings of the KK
graviton to the SM are determined. We then move on to
discuss the relationship between these 5D models and the
dual 4D gauge theories. In the next section we present
expressions for the branching fractions of the KK graviton
to the SM states, and plot the production cross section of
the KK graviton as a function of its mass. In the last two
sections we present the experimental bounds on the model
and discuss the phenomenology of the KK graviton.
II. WARPED KK GRAVITONS
Let us start by describing the general properties of
warped gravitons in RS. In deriving the couplings and
5D properties of the KK gravitons we closely follow the
work in Refs. [16,49–53]. To begin, let us consider the
following 5D action:
S5 ¼
Z
d4x
Z
L
0
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jgj
p
M3
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−
R5
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þ 6k2

þ
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
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0
; ð1Þ
where the RS metric and its fluctuations can be descri-
bed by,
ds2 ¼ e−2kyðημν þ hμνðx; yÞÞdxμdxν − dy2: ð2Þ
The coordinate y labels the position along the extra
dimension, which is bounded by two 3-branes at y ¼ 0
(UV) and y ¼ L (IR).
The quantity k is known as the curvature constant and
parametrizes the warping in the bulk of the extra dimen-
sion, and M is the UV mass scale in the 5D theory. The
hμνðx; yÞ fluctuation would correspond to the bulk graviton
field. Note that we have neglected fluctuations along the y
direction, which would represent the radion dynamics.
One can perform a KK decomposition on the field
hμνðx; yÞ ¼
P
nf
g
nðyÞhnμνðxÞ, where each Kaluza-Klein
mode hnμνðxÞ represents a 4D massive graviton of mass
mn with a 5D profile f
g
n obeying the following eigenvalue
equation in the bulk:
∂2yfgn − 4k∂yfgn þm2ne2kyfgn ¼ 0; ð3Þ
where the mass mn of the nth KK mode is of the
order MKK ≡ ke−kL.
Turning to the boundary terms in Eq. (1), kB is a brane
tension, whose effect is to compensate the negative bulk
cosmological constant k. The Ricci scalar terms on the
branes proportional to r0;L imply brane kinetic terms
(BKTs) for the graviton modes (and the radion’s). These
BKTs result in modifications to the boundary conditions of
the 5D profiles of on-shell 4D graviton modes,
ðk∂yfgn þ r0m2nfgnÞj0 ¼ 0; ð4Þ
ðe−2kLk∂yfgn − rLm2nfgnÞjL ¼ 0: ð5Þ
These boundary conditions along with the eigenvalue
equation permit a flat massless graviton zero mode. The
general solution to Eq. (3) is,
fgn ¼ e
2ky
N1=2n
ðJ2ðznekðy−LÞÞ þ αnY2ðznekðy−LÞÞÞ ð6Þ
where zn ¼ mnMKK. The Bessel functions are periodic in their
arguments and thus we see that these wave functions are
exponentially localized towards the IR. The value of αn and
mn is fixed by the boundary conditions and Nn is fixed by
the normalization condition. Applying the UV boundary
conditions we find,
αðiÞn ¼ − J1ðz
0
nÞ þ r0z0nJ2ðz0nÞ
Y1ðz0nÞ þ r0z0nY2ðz0nÞ
ð7Þ
where z0n ¼ mn=k ¼ e−kLzn. Due to the IR localization of
the KK gravitons the UV boundary condition will not be
important for the physics we study. Also note that when
mn ≠ 0 a large UV BKT has a similar effect as a localized
UV mass term for the KK modes, whereas it has no effect
on the profile of the massless zero mode.
The values of the masses, mn, are fixed by applying the
IR boundary condition,
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J1ðznÞ − rLznJ2ðznÞ ¼ −αðiÞn ðY1ðznÞ − rLznY2ðznÞÞ; ð8Þ
where we have dropped additional terms suppressed by
mn=k. The YaðxÞ function diverges at x → 0 and hence the
terms ∼Y1ðz0nÞ dominate. With no IR BKT, the masses of
the lowest-lying modes are then approximately given by the
zeroes of J1ðznÞ, namely 3.8, 7, 10.2, 13.3 in units ofMKK .
In contrast, the KK masses of bulk spin-1 fields are given
by the zeroes of J0ðznÞ, i.e. 2.4, 5.5, 8.7 and so on. This
pattern can be altered with nonzero BKTs for either the
graviton or the spin-1 fields. In our work we are specifically
interested in obtaining light spin-2 states, and thus we
assume no BKTs for the spin-1 fields. We see that the
lightest KK graviton mass drops steeply with small values
of rL, reaching ∼1.7MKK for rL ¼ 1.
The rL ¼ 1 limit is important, since above this value the
radion fluctuation becomes ghost-like, signaling an insta-
bility in the model1 [16,54]. There has been some dis-
cussion on this issue and viable scenarios in which rL > 1
have been described [55]. It is also worth mentioning that in
deconstructed models of warped extra dimensions we
would find the same graviton spectrum and features while
the radion state would not be present and thus the rL bound
would be irrelevant [56]. Therefore to be as general as
possible we study regions of parameter space both above
and below the rL ¼ 1 bound.
For large values of rL, one can expand the Bessel
functions in the IR boundary condition and obtain the
following approximate solution for the lightest massive
mode:
mX ≃ 2MKKﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃrLp : ð9Þ
Thus for increasing values of rL, one can suppress the
lightest spin-2 mode and make it lighter than the spin-1
modes. A more accurate relationship between mX and rL
can only be determined numerically; we have computed
this and plotted the relationship in Fig. 1.
A. The UV scale and little RS
To completely fix the integration constants in the 5D
wave functions we impose the normalization of the
graviton kinetic terms,
M3
k
Z
L
0
dye−2kyfgnf
g
mðkþ r0δðyÞ þ rLδðy − LÞÞ ¼ 4δmn:
ð10Þ
The normalized zero mode solution is then simply f0 ¼
2=MPl where,
M2Pl ¼
M3
k
ð1 − e−2kL þ r0 þ e−2kLrLÞ ð11Þ
is the effective 4D Planck mass and determines the scale of
the 4D gravity. In this work we will study how the
phenomenology of the KK gravitons changes as we vary
the 5D Planck scale (∼M) and the 5D volume (kL). In our
work we fix MKK to some value meaning that k and L are
not independent. After fixingMKK we are left to vary k=M
and kL, where k is fixed by the chosen value for MKK.
An important point to make is that Naive Dimensional
Analysis (NDA) perturbativity bounds imply that for
k≲ 2M higher-order curvature terms in the 5D action
can comfortably be neglected [50]. We will see that the
couplings of the KK graviton are suppressed by k=M, and
for k≪ M the KK graviton bounds are very weak.
However since we only have one scale in our 5D model
this would imply tuning. To be completely general we will
allow k=M to vary in the range [0.5, 3].
Lowering M inevitably means that the 4D Planck scale
is also lowered. To remedy this we make the kinetic term on
the UV brane (r0) very large such that it compensates for
this reduction in M and reproduces the correct 4D gravity
scale2 [48]. As discussed previously in this section, such a
large BKT imposes an effective UV Dirichlet boundary
condition for the KK graviton modes. A small UV scaleM
also implies a small k, and if MKK is fixed this in turn
implies a smaller value for the 5D volume kL; hence these
models are referred to as little Randall-Sundrum models
[41–47].
In these models, contributions to some flavor and
electroweak precision observables are reduced due to a
FIG. 1. The mass of the lightest KK graviton as a function of
the infrared BKT.
1We would like to thank Kaustubh Agashe for bringing this to
our attention, and discussing the issue in detail.
2We would like to thank Andrea Wulzer for useful comments
and discussions on this topic.
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volume suppression ð∼kLÞ, although additional flavor
symmetries may have to be invoked to prevent proton
decay. More recently it has been shown that holographic
realizations of composite Higgs models with this lower
cutoff may require less fine-tuning in the Higgs potential in
order to generate a light Higgs, yet compatible with the
absence of light top partners [41].
It is interesting to note that lowering this UV scale in the
5D model corresponds to a reduction of the cutoff in the
dual 4D gauge theory, and also an increase in the number of
colors in the strongly coupled gauge theory. The relation-
ship is precisely
kL ¼ 4M
2
KK
g2f2π
¼ 16π
2
g2N
ð12Þ
where fπ is the decay constant of the composite pseudo-
Goldstone Higgs boson, g is the weak coupling, and N is
the number of colors. Despite recent LHC results, values of
fπ ≳ 500 GeV are still in agreement with data [57].
B. Couplings to the Standard Model
We assume that all SM fields are in the bulk of the extra
dimension. Bulk fields can be decomposed into towers of
modes which may, depending on boundary conditions,
have a massless zero mode. We are only interested in these
massless zero modes, since these are identified with the SM
degrees of freedom; thus we drop the massive terms in the
mode expansion from here on. It is possible that other zero
modes besides the SM states exist; however we do not
consider these scenarios here.
In the holographic composite Higgs models the Higgs
arises as the fifth component of a bulk gauge symmetry,
which fixes its 5D wave function. The wave functions of
the gauge fields are also fixed by gauge invariance. The
wave functions of the transverse components are flat,
whereas the wave functions of the longitudinal components
have the same localization as the Higgs boson. The fermion
wave functions are different as we are free to localize these
anywhere in the bulk. However if we wish to explain the
fermion mass hierarchies naturally in this scenario we
require the top quark to be IR localized and the other quarks
to be localized away from the IR brane. In the case where
the light SM fermions are localized towards the UV brane it
is sufficient to only consider the third generation of quarks
in the phenomenological analysis.
We can parametrize the wave functions of the SM fields
in the extra dimension with
fa ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ak
1 − e−2akL
r
e−aky ð13Þ
where the kinetic terms of these fields are normalized to 1,
i.e.
R
L
0 dyf
2
a ¼ 1, and a ¼ ðah; aA; aq; atr; abrÞ are the 5D
mass/localization parameters of the Higgs, transverse
gauge fields, left-handed top doublet, right-handed top,
and right-handed bottom. The Higgs and massless gauge
field parameters are fixed to ah ¼ −1 and aA ¼ 0. Values
of a less than zero imply that the field is localized towards
the IR brane, and thus the Higgs in this case is IR localized.
We also expect atr < 0 whereas we expect aq ∼ 0
and abr ≫ 0.
The graviton couplings to these particles are then given
by overlap integrals of the SM wave functions with the
graviton wave function,
ca ¼
v
2
Z
L
0
f2af
g
1dy: ð14Þ
In the limit where fa ∼ 1 is flat along the extra dimension
we find that
cflat ≃

k
M

3=2 mXv
M2KK
1
8kL
: ð15Þ
Thus the couplings of the KK graviton to transverse gauge
fields are strongly affected by varying kL, or in our case,
varying the UV scale. This feature is unique to fields with
flat wave functions; it is not seen in the couplings to the
Higgs or to fermions (unless the fermions have a flat wave
function). The effects of varying kL contrast with varying
k=M. From Eq. (10) we see that the kinetic terms have a
M=k prefactor, and thus upon normalization the couplings
of the KK gravitons to all matter will scale with k=M.
Although we are not interested in the effects of the KK
modes in this work, their effects on electroweak precision
observables are worth a short discussion. Without a bulk
custodial symmetry [58] to protect the EWPOs from large
corrections, the scale MKK is constrained to lay ≳10 TeV.
FIG. 2. Production cross section of the KK graviton via gluon
fusion at center-of-mass energies of 8 and 14 TeV. The depend-
ence of this quantity on the graviton coupling to gluons has been
factored out.
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For discussions on EWPOs in warped extra dimensions see
Refs. [58–60]. However such a large mass gap between the
electroweak scale and the new physics scale seems unnatu-
ral and fine-tuned. The bulk custodial symmetry is an
elegant solution which enlarges the spectrum of KK modes
and allows for the scaleMKK to lay ≳1 TeV. Most realistic
minimal composite Higgs models also naturally generate
this symmetry, for example the SOð5Þ=SOð4Þ models [36].
In our work we will naturally assume that this symmetry is
present and allow MKK to be at 1 TeV.
III. PRODUCTION AND DECAY OF THE
LITTLE GRAVITON
The graviton interactions with SM particles are given by
dimension-five operators which we will normalize to the
electroweak scale v for convenience. The specific expres-
sions of these operators can be found elsewhere in the
literature, e.g. Ref. [53]. One can then compute the partial
decay widths of the graviton, which we will denote by Xμν,
to the SM fields [16,53],
ΓðX → ggÞ ¼ c
2
gm3X
10πv2
; ΓðX → γγÞ ¼ c
2
γγm3X
80πv2
;
ΓðX → hhÞ ¼ c
2
hm
3
X
960πv2
ð1 − 4rhÞ5=2;
ΓðX → ff¯Þ ¼ Ncðc
2
fl þ c2frÞm3X
320πv2
ð1 − 4rfÞ3=2ð1þ 8rf=3Þ
ΓðX → ZZÞ ¼ m
3
X
80πv2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4rZ
p 
c2ZZ þ
c2h
12
þ rZ
3
ð3c2h − 20chcZZ − 9c2ZZÞþ2
r2Z
3
ð7c2h þ 10chcZZ þ 9c2ZZÞ

;
ΓðX → WWÞ ¼ m
3
X
40πv2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4rW
p 
c2W þ
c2h
12
þ rW
3
ð3c2h − 20chcW − 9c2WÞþ2
r2W
3
ð7c2h þ 10chcW þ 9c2WÞ

;
ΓðX → ZγÞ ¼ c
2
Zγm
3
X
40πv2
ð1 − rZÞ3

1þ rZ
2
þ r
2
Z
6

ð16Þ
where cγγ ¼ s2θcW þ c2θcB, cZZ ¼ c2θcW þ s2θcB, cZγ ¼
sθcθðcW − cBÞ, ri ¼ ðmi=mXÞ2, and mX is the lightest
KK graviton mass. The precise values of the Wilson
coefficients, ci, can be calculated from Eq. (14).
Since the transverse components of the gauge fields are
flat, one automatically obtains that, cg ¼ cγγ ¼ cW ¼ cB.
As a result, the decays to Zγ are automatically absent. This
can only be altered if we include BKTs for the gauge fields
TABLE I. Values of the production cross sections of the KK
graviton from Fig. 2 for specific values of the graviton mass.
mX (GeV) Run 1 (fb=c2g) Run 2 (fb=c2g)
500 6.3 × 106 1.6 × 107
750 1.4 × 106 1.1 × 107
1000 4.0 × 105 3.3 × 106
1250 1.2 × 105 1.3 × 106
1500 3.9 × 104 5.6 × 105
2000 5.3 × 103 1.3 × 105
2500 9.9 × 102 4.3 × 104
3000 2.4 × 102 2.1 × 104
TABLE II. List of the BKT values required to generate the
relevant KK graviton mass.
mX (GeV) rL
500 15.8
750 6.95
1000 3.8
1250 2.4
1500 1.6
2000 0.8
2500 0.45
3000 0.23
FIG. 3. Relevant bounds on the graviton mass from the ATLAS
and CMS analyses of run 1 data [62–65,65–73].
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[16]; however one must be careful as these can alter the
tree-level corrections to the electroweak precision observ-
ables. For our purposes it makes sense to assume these
BKTs for the electroweak bosons are absent.
The production cross section for the KK graviton has
been calculated at leading order in pp→ G collisions at
s ¼ 8, 14 TeV assuming that gluon fusion is the dominant
process [61]. In Fig. 2 we plot the production cross section
for the KK graviton at the relevant center-of-mass energies.
The dependence of this cross section on the coupling to
gluons is trivial and has thus been factored out. In Fig. 3
and 4 we show the experimental bounds on the KK graviton
contribution to decays into various channels from the run 1
and run 2 analyses.
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL BOUNDS
In the plots below we have collected the 95% C.L.
bounds from heavy resonance searches at ATLAS and
CMS. The decay products we are interested in are
gg → XX → γγ;WW; ZZ; tt¯, and hh. In each case we have
FIG. 4. Bounds on the graviton mass from the ATLAS and
CMS analyses of run 2 data [74–89].
FIG. 5. Exclusion bounds for a light KK graviton with masses of 500, 750, 1000, and 1250 GeV.
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looked at each available final state and taken the most
stringent constraint at each mass point.
Without graviton BKTs and with MKK ∼ 1 TeV (as
required by electroweak precision bounds) the lightest
KK mode is ≳3.8 TeV, and thus the current bounds are
not able to sufficiently probe this parameter space. In this
work we study the parameter space of light KK gravitons
with masses in the range [0.5, 3] TeV, where bounds from
most channels are relevant.
V. A KK GRAVITON AND A COMPOSITE HIGGS
In this section we will present our results on studying the
phenomenology of a KK graviton in a holographic
composite Higgs model. Our free parameters are MKK ,
k=M, kL, the third-generation wave functions, andmX (the
graviton mass). In performing our analysis we will keep
MKK constant at 1 TeV, and in each parameter scan we will
keep the top-quark localizations and mX constant while
varying kL ¼ logðΩÞ and k=M. For the third-generation
wave functions we choose atr ¼ −0.3 and aq ¼ 0, and for
the KK graviton masses we take mX ¼ 500, 750, 1000,
1250, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 GeV. In Table I we
collect the production cross sections of the KK graviton for
each mass point at run 1 and run 2 of the LHC, and in
Table II we collect the values of the IR BKT required to
generate the appropriate mass. Note that the approximation
of a large BKT in Eq. (9) is only accurate for KK graviton
masses below 1500 GeV.
We split the masses into two categories: the light KK
gravitons (mX ¼ 500…1250 GeV) and the heavier KK
gravitons (mX ¼ 1500…3000 GeV). We will first discuss
the lighter states, for which the exclusion plots are shown in
Fig. 5. In most of the parameter space the run 2 diphoton
bounds are the most constraining, except for large logðΩÞ
values at masses of 750 and 1000 GeV, where the ZZ
bounds dominate. We see that lighter masses are not
necessarily more constrained than heavier masses, as one
FIG. 6. Exclusion bounds for a heavier KK graviton with masses of 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 GeV.
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would usually expect when the KK graviton mass is altered
by varying MKK . This is because the couplings of the KK
graviton are significantly enhanced for smaller values of
MKK; however in our work we keep MKK constant and
reduce the KK graviton mass using an IR BKT. In this
sense the phenomenology discussed here is quite different
from the usual KK graviton studies. This is more apparent
in the heavier mass ranges whose exclusion bounds are
plotted in Fig. 6. Here we see that the heavier masses are
generally no less constrained than the lighter masses. We
also see similar behavior in the diphoton and ZZ channels
providing the strongest bounds. The diphoton bound
always dominates at lower logðΩÞ values. This is due to
the enhancement of the photon coupling to the KK graviton
at low logðΩÞ as shown in Eq. (15). If the 5D Higgs wave
function was flat then the Z andW couplings would also be
enhanced at low volume, but the fact that we have a pseudo-
Goldstone Higgs fixes its IR localization.
The free parameters that we have not varied here are
MKK and the top localizations. We have keptMKK at 1 TeV
such that electroweak precision tests are satisfied.
Increasing this parameter would simply lead to a global
increase in the KK graviton masses and a global reduction
in the KK graviton couplings. The top localizations do not
play a major role in constraining the parameter space. We
can see from Figs. 5 and 6 that the bounds from the top
decays are negligible in comparison to the principal decay
modes. The top couplings to the KK graviton would be
enhanced by moving the left- or right-handed wave
functions towards the IR. However to reproduce the correct
bottom-quark mass the left-handed localization cannot be
too IR localized, and the right-handed localization that we
have chosen in our computations is already sufficiently IR
localized. Increasing this does not significantly affect the
results. A summary of the bounds on KK gravitons of
dierent masses is presented in Fig. 7.
The main result from our study is that light KK gravitons
arising in holographic composite Higgs models are not
ruled out by direct-detection bounds at the LHC. It is also
clear that the channels most sensitive to the presence of
these states are the diphoton and ZZ final states. Thus any
signal from this model would be expected to first show up
in one of these channels. A signal in the diphoton channel
would indicate a KK graviton from a 5Dmodel with a small
5D volume, or a 4D strongly coupled gauge theory with a
large number of colors, whereas a signal in the ZZ channel
would indicate a larger 5D volume, or a smaller number of
colors in the dual 4D gauge theory.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we used 5D holographic techniques to study
experimental bounds on a spin-2 composite state (KK
graviton) arising specifically in a composite Higgs model.
We considered masses for the spin-2 state (KK graviton) in
the range 500–3000 GeV; however unlike in most studies
of these scenarios we did so by keeping the KK scale
constant and varying the size of a BKT on the IR brane to
fix the KK graviton mass. Keeping this scale fixed at 1 TeV
we worked in a regime were corrections to EWPOs from
heavy spin-1 states are under control. Having no IR BKT
for the graviton would imply that the lightest spin-2 state
has a mass of 3.8 TeV, and thus lays out of reach of all
heavy resonance searches except those in the diphoton
channel. With moderate values of the IR BKT this mass can
be significantly reduced, bringing it well within the reach of
the LHC; therefore its phenomenology is certainly worth
studying.
With the 5D localization of the Higgs wave function
fixed, and the insensitivity of experimental bounds to the
top localizations, the interesting parameter space in this
model consists of the 5D volume logðΩÞ and the ratio
k=M. We presented exclusion plots in these variables for
each mass point we studied and found that, even for the
lighter KK gravitons, much of the parameter space is
unconstrained. The reason the parameter space for these
light states remains largely unconstrained is because the
smallness of their masses is generated by the IR BKT rather
than the KK scale. If we were to lower the KK scale to
suppress the KK graviton masses then the couplings to the
SM particles would increase, and the allowed parameter
space would be reduced. However because values of MKK
less than 1 TeV are ruled out by EWPO data we did not
explore this region. The most constraining searches are
FIG. 7. Comparison of exclusion bounds for different KK
graviton masses. The parameter space above each curve is
excluded in each case.
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undoubtedly the γγ and ZZ searches from run 2 of the LHC.
In particular, γγ bounds dominate at small 5D volumes
(large number of colors in 4D confining gauge theory) and
ZZ bounds dominate at large 5D volumes (small number of
colors in 4D confining gauge theory).
To conclude, using holographic methods we have shown
that despite the stringent constraints imposed by the most
recent LHC searches, spin-2 states with masses in the range
500–3000 GeV (a strong prediction in any composite Higgs
scenario) are not excluded by experimental data. The most
likely channels for detecting one of these states are the γγ
and ZZ channels, where a signal first showing up in γγ
would imply a large number of colors in the confining
gauge theory and a signal in the ZZ channel would indicate
a smaller number of colors.
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